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ONE OF THE MOST simple and useful tools 
employed in the study of pottery is a set of radius 
curves, and the easiest way of making these curves is 
to draw them out on a piece of paper or card with a 
compass. Unfortunately, such sets of radius curves 
do not last very long, particularly when dust from 
friable potsherds starts to obliterate the lines drawn 
on the paper, and they tend to crease and tear. Until 
recently, the main alternative to such disposable 
radius curves has been the engraving and painting of 
radius curves on to a sheet of perspex or plastic, 
which is a tedious procedure and the plastic does 

eventually get too scratched to be usable. Techni- 
ques now available at some reprographic shops offer 
two alternatives which are both more durable than 
paper or card, and which can easily be renewed. 

The first technique, now offered by most Rank 
Xerox copy shops, produces an A4 transparency 
suitable for overhead projectors by photocopying it 
from an ordinary sheet of A4 paper. Using this 
method, you can draw your radius curves on a sheet 
of paper and have a transparent copy made which 
costs about 50p. By using the transparency with the 
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Excavations on the site of the Dominican Friary at 
Guildford in 1974 and 1978, by Rob Poulton and 
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1984. 83 pp. printed and 222pp on microfiche, 48 
figs., 53 pls., £5.00 + £1.20 postage from the Society 
at Castle Arch, Guildford. 

THE DEMOLITION of the Friary Meux brewery in 
the centre of modern Guildford severed a time- 
honoured association between the mendicant orders 
and the production of alcoholic beverages. Some 
small consolation was provided by trial trenches 
beneath it which revealed substantial survival of 
footings of the Dominican Friary believed from 
documentary evidence to have been founded in 1275 
by Eleanor of Provence in remembrance of her 
grandson Henry, son of Edward I. 

In 1974 excavation revealed the plan of the 
cloister ranges, choir and chancel, but investigation 
of the nave area had to wait until 1978, when burials 
were discovered beneath the floor. Further burials in 
two separate cemetery areas produced bones from a 
total of at least 113 individuals. 

The report opens with an introduction in which 
Rob Poulton, who directed the work in 1978 as well 
as organisng the report, describes the difficulties 
encountered in synthesising the results from two 
excavations separated not only by a considerable 
time lapse but also by, one suspects, differences of 
opinion in recording and interpretation. 

A short account of the geology and topography of 
the site is followed by a detailed summary of the 
documentary evidence concerning the Friary and its 
post-Dissolution transformations, including a valu- 
able Suppression Inventory (Item in the stepill ii 
bellys a gret and a small). 

There follows a description of a pre-friary occupa- 
tional phase which is represented by walls and other 
features stratigraphically pre-dating the friary walls, 
and not aligned with them. These are ascribed to the- 
friars de Ordine Martyrum known to have been in 
Guildford in 1260. 

Next comes a detailed presentation of the church 
and cloister range, which lay, unusually, on the 
north side of the former, to maintain its isolation 
from the nave to which the townsfolk had access by 
passing through the town wall immediately south of 
the friary. 

Another unusual feature was the single aisle on 
the south side of the nave, but otherwise the layout 
was quite typical of a small (average of 17 friars, cf 
76 at London and 106 at Bristol) Dominican house 
with dorter, frater, chapter house et al. No informa- 
tion was recovered about more peripheral buildings 
like the reredorter or infirmary. 

Following this is the burials report which occupies 
as much space as the entire archaeology of the friary. 
This seems a little excessive in view of the principal 
conclusion that the sample was too small to draw any 
conclusions. Some interesting facts emerged, howev- 
er, from a rather turgid text liberally sprinkled with 
"mandibular tori" and "gonial inversions". There 
was a complete absence of fractured bones from the 
sample, which also included a probable leper, 
surprising in view of the nearby lazar-house. 

A page each on the pottery and the post-medieval 
precede the small finds report, mostly bronze items 
such as book bosses, belt chapes, etc. which were 
found between the successive decayed floor-boards 
in the choir stalls. Fortunately for us, if not for them, 
careless friars seemed to have dropped these down 

(continued from p. 79) 
print side downwards to avoid contact with the 
pottery, the transparency has a reasonable life-span 
in comparison with curves engraved on perspex. If 
you keep the original from which the transparency 
was made, you can get more made as they wear out 
with no further effort. 

An alternative method offered by some copy 
shops is to photocopy the radius curves you have 
drawn on to thin card, and then seal this card 
between two layers of clear plastic. This process of 
lamination costs about 50p for an A4 sheet, and is 
beginning to be offered by some copy shops in the 
London area. 

Of the two methods, lamination produces a more 
robust set of curves, which is not restricted to A4 
size (unlike the transparency). However, lamination 
does not seem to be very widely available as yet. The 
curves made as a transparency are more flimsy, but 
their transparency is sometimes an advantage. With 
both methods it is important to ensure that your 
original drawing is photocopied at a scale of 1:1, 
since some copy shops automatically make a slightly 
reduced copy unless you specify otherwise, but both 
methods provide a more durable and yet fairly cheap 
set of curves which can be wiped clean with a damp 
cloth, and are crease and tear resistant. 


